Computing System involves mobile communication, mobile hardware and mobile software.
INTRODUCTION
OBILE Computing technology allows transmission of data via a computer without having to be connected to a fixed physical link. Mobile Computing addresses those applications and technical issues that arise when persons move within a specific region or travel between countries and continents. This proves to be the best solution to the biggest problem of business people on the move. A Mobile Computing System is a distributed system which consists of various distinct processes which are geographically separated and communicate with each other by exchanging messages [Prakash & Singhal, 1996; Biswas & Sarmistha, 2010; Gahlan & Kumar, 2010; Khatri, 2012] . In this system some processes are running on Mobile Node (MN)/Mobile Host (MH) that can move. We need to add Mobile Support Stations (MSSs) to communicate with mobile nodes (MNs). Mobile Support Stations (MSSs) communicate with each other through a wired network. The Mobile Node (MN) has some special properties, first it moves from one cell to another and hence, the mobility of MN must be properly and carefully handled [Yeom & Park, 2000; Khatri, 2012] . Also, MN is connected to the MSS via a wireless network. As long as an MN is connected to an MSS, the channel between them also ensures FIFO communication in both the directions [Prakash & Singhal, 1996 
III. ASYNCHRONOUS MOVEMENT BASED RECOVERY SYSTEM
When any Mobile Node (MN) gets failure, all it has to do is to just rollback to its latest checkpoint, independent of others. No other Mobile Node (MN) need to rollback together. Whenever a Mobile Node recovers from failure, first of all it obtains the latest checkpoint. In this paper, we have analyzed a movement based asynchronous recovery system based on message logging and checkpointing for mobile computing systems. With the independent checkpointing and message logging, each MN now can perform the rollback -recovery independently. By this recovery, we mean that only the MN which has failed rolls back to its latest checkpoint and replays the logged messages to reach the consistent recovery line, and no other Mobile Nodes (MNs) need to rollback together. Many recovery schemes have been proposed for the distributed systems, however, these schemes cannot be directly used in the mobile computing environment, as most of the other distributed services. Especially, the following properties of the mobile computing system give the difficulties on the direct use of the existing schemes: Low bandwidth; Low disk space in MNs; Mobility handling & Disconnected operation [Yeom & Park, Khatri (2012) and Park (2001) suggests that the MN carrying its recovery information to the nearest MSS and can recover immediately in case of a failure. When the MN moves within the cell range the recovery information of MN remains at the MSS where the information was first saved. However, if the MN does handoff, it transfers the recovery information into the nearby MSS. Thus with the help of this scheme the transfer and recovery cost is reduced. The focus is given on reducing transfer and recovery cost because when MN moves across the cells, its message log gets distributed over a number of MSSs. In this paper we focused on as MN moves across the cells and it is allowed only when it moves out of a particular range.
IV. MESSAGE LOGGING
Message-logging is very popular for building systems that can tolerate process crash failures. Message logging and check-pointing can be used to provide fault tolerance in distributed systems in which all inter-process communication is through messages. Each message received by a process is saved in message log on stable storage. No coordination is required between the checkpointing of different processes or between message logging and check-pointing. The execution of each process is assumed to be deterministic between received messages, and all processes are assumed to execute on fail stop processes. When a process crashes, a new process is created in its place. This new process is given by the appropriate recorded local state, and then the logged messages are replayed in the order the process originally received them. All message-logging protocols require that once a crashed process recovers, its state needs to be consistent with the states of the other processes. Each mobile node N i takes a checkpoint independent of others. Every time on a new checkpoint, it increments the sequence number of checkpoint. After taking checkpoint say C i a , it sends checkpoint with its identifiers [i, a] to its current mobile support station say MSS p. Also it delivers message sequence number it received last, before taking the checkpoint. When a message M comes for node N i , MSS p first stores the M in the message log with sequence number "sn", and then delivered to N i . MSS p also logs the mobility related messages like join, leave, disconnect and reconnect, received from the MNs In the movement based recovery system, the checkpoint and message logs need to be moved into a new MSS during the handover only when the moving distance of the MSS to which MN is connected from the MSS carrying the latest checkpoint exceeds a certain thresh hold value 'Tv'. As an MN may be lost or permanently damaged, hard drives on Mobile Nodes are not generally considered stable storage.
Therefore 
V. CHECKPOINTING
Checkpoint is defined as a designated place in a program where normal processing of a system is interrupted to preserve the status information. A checkpoint is a local state of a process saved on stable storage. It is the process of saving status information. Mobile computing systems often suffer from high failure rates that are transient and independent in nature. Woo et al., (2002) highlighted an asynchronous recovery scheme in which they tried to cope with space problem of the MHs and to reduce the overhead of stable message logging, also they identified that task of message logging and dependency tracking is performed by the MSSs. The MN (MH) only carry a minimum information so that its mobility can be properly traced by the MSSs. They showed that this scheme requires a small failure free overhead and cost of unnecessary rollback. Khatri (2012) supposed if transferring message log and checkpoints with every handover, it can put extra overhead on network bandwidth and also increases transfer cost, thus here the author tried to restrict transfer of recovery information and allowed only when MN moves out of particular range. Yeom & Park (2000) presented an asynchronous recovery scheme based on optimistic message logging, here the task of message logging and dependency tracking are performed by the MSSs. And finally the concluded that with the asynchronous recovery, the MHs in the system are never involved in any kind of coordination, and they can take the checkpoints as they want, also this can handle multiple and concurrent failures at the same time. Miraclin Joyce Pamila & Thanushkodi (2009) focused to reduce total cost for recovery from failure, also ensure to reduce handoff cost, log retrieval cost and failure recovery time when mobility rate of mobile node is very high.
VI. REVIEW ON RELATED WORK
Park et al., (2001) expressed message logging and checkpoint based recovery scheme, in which they considers both failure -free operation cost and the recovery cost. Also mentioned when mobile host moves, through this scheme they tried to reduce the recovery and transfer cost. Yi-Wei Ci et al., (2008) improved the scheme by migrating only partial recovery information of a MH when a MH moves out of the range. It means that recovery information of MH which is contained in some MSS due to mobility, is mapped to another set of MSSs. These MSSs are given by route function. The main advantage of this scheme is that one MSS is not burdened by transferring all the information to it. Sapna E. George et al., (2006) presented an algorithm in which each MH maintains a counter which is incremented by 1 when MH performs a handoff to another cell. Once this counter becomes greater than a predefined value, a checkpoint is taken. This counter depends on the user"s mobility rate, failure rate and log arrival rate. Each MH also maintains a set of MSS which stores MH"s log after latest checkpoint. When a MH performs a handoff, a new MSS is added to this set if MH sends at least one message in the cell to the new MSS and if MSS has already not been added to the set. MSS logs messages before sending them to the destination. These messages are retrieved from MSS to recover a failure free state of MH after failure occurs. Once a new checkpoint is successfully taken by MH, set of MSS stored in MH is cleared and a message is sent to the MSS in the set to clear the log related to MH. Thus, storage overhead is reduced. Alvisi & Marzullo (1998) have provided an indepth treatment of message logging in.
Acharya & Badrinath (1994) describes uncoordinated checkpointing, where multiple MHs can arrive at a global consistent checkpoint without coordination messages. However, neither it takes into account how failure recovery is achieved nor does it address the issue of recovery information management in the face of MH (MN) movement. Rao & Vin (1998) compared the cost of recovery for different message logging methods.
In Higaki & Takizawa (1998) proposed hybrid checkpoint-recovery protocol for mobile systems was by As a mobile host moves between cells, it leaves an agent process on each mobile support station on its itinerary. During recovery, processes on fixed hosts recover from consistent checkpoints and processes on mobile hosts restart from their own checkpoints and roll to a state that is consistent with those on fixed hosts with the help of agent processes.
Pradhan et al., (1996) presented a recovery scheme that combines various checkpointing and logging schemes for different mobile environments. They describe two uncoordinated checkpoint protocols, no-logging and logging and three strategies for recovery information management due to MH mobility, pessimistic, lazy and trickle strategies. In Manivannan & Singhal (1996) , authors proposed a low overhead recovery scheme based on a communication induced checkpointing, which allows the processes to take checkpoints asynchronously and uses communicationinduced checkpoint coordination for the progression of the recovery line. The scheme also uses selective pessimistic message logging at the receiver to recover the lost messages. However, the recovery scheme can handle only a single failure at a time.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPES
For reducing recovery and transfer cost, the algorithms of message logging and checkpointing is a good solution because as MN moves across the cells, its message log becomes distributed over a number of MSSs. If we transfer checkpoints and message log with every handoff then the transfer cost will become very much significant and also puts extra overhead on the network bandwidth.
For movement based asynchronous recovery system, the MN moves within a certain range, recovery information of MN is not moved. However, if the MN moves out of range it transfers the recovery information to the nearby MSS. The scheme proposed in Park et al., (2001) controls the transfer cost as well as the recovery cost. The performance of the proposed scheme shows that this scheme provides various levels of failure-free operation cost and recovery cost by adjusting movement factors.
As a result the reducing recovery and transfer cost of transferring data/information and movement based asynchronous recovery system with failure-free operation cost and recovery cost are the two very important study areas for future research.
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